
Otto: And the information we’re going to give here is concerning of 
torture of my family that occurred for approximately ten years, being 
patients of doctor Hughes in nausea New Hampshire and also the 
torture that went on and St Joseph Hospital in June and July in 1983 
and the long term effects of what had happened and what its done to 
us. And I am going to be asking them specific questions as to which 
will put a little more light on the activities that this man, the hospital 
and his cohorts can see what went on. What I want to ask is during 
those ten years that you were patients of Dr Hughes you had 
repeated respiratory ailments. 

Marie: I did.

Otto: And what was that term that he used for this condition that you 
had.

Marie: They were bronchitis 

Otto: What was the type of ‘dry’ Pleurisy?

Marie: Pleurisy and pneumonia.

Harry: I don’t know, cold. 

Otto: What about your throat, you had problems with your throat.

Harry: That was later on

Otto: and what did he say then

Henry: All it was was hoarse, 

Otto: And what did he say that it was 

Harry: Go and see a specialist

Otto: For a long time he told me that you just said that you had 
laryngitis.

Harry: That is laryngitis because I was so hoarse, he said it could be 
laryngitis and I should see a specialist.

Otto: Did he refer you to anyone in particular?

Henry: No he didn’t.

Otto: Did he do any sort of follow ups as far as 

Harry: No

Otto: I was wondering when you were going to see him, did he 
concerning your nose can you describe what had happened with your 
outpatient and removed something from your nose

Harry: He removed it from (inaudible)

Otto: Yeah. And was that done in the outpatient of st joes hospital

Harry: Yes




Otto: Did you know at that time that he had only nurses surgical 
training.

Harry: No

Otto: He didn’t tell you that that’s all he had for training.

Henry: No he didn’t

Otto: This was diagnosed as being cancer.

Harry: Its unethical.

Otto: Yeah but they didn’t do it while he was removing it. It wasn’t 
being analyzed. 

Harry: (inaudible) he wasn’t the one who worked on my throat.

Otto: i’m talking about your nose 

Marie: He (inaudible) by a laboratory and they said it was cancerous.

Otto: Yeah I have that report. It was a few days after it was done.

Marie: (inaudible)

Otto: It won’t be too long. This reoccured later didn’t it. A couple 
years ago

Harry: Yes. 

Otto: And it was also cancerous. The doctor in Florida removed it and 
it was cancerous

Harry: He removed all the cancers and (inaudible) 

Otto: It was Basel cell carcinoma or something like that. And it was 
from the same poor job that Hughes had botched up. And grew back.

Harry: Yes

Otto: You also had after getting away from Hughes your throat 
condition was determined to be cancer. And that was operated on. 
And several years later that also reoccured. Before I go onto that did 
he give you free samples. 

Marie: He gave everybody free samples.

Otto: What types of drugs did he give you for free samples?

Marie: (inaudible)

Otto: Sleeping pills, (inaudible) Dalmane hospital pack.

Marie: Was a strip of Dalmane.

Otto: Yeah a strip, it came in a strip.

Marie: (inaudible) tranquilizers 

Otto: Like Valiums

Marie: Yeah (inaudible)

Otto: (inaudible) Did Hughes at anytime tell you that your alkaline 
phoshetas enzyme was inhibited?




Harry: No

Otto: And that that’s a sign its an indicator of cancer and also Paget’s 
Disease

Harry: I wouldn’t know

Otto: But he didn’t tell you this.

Harry: No

Otto: You have been diagnosed with ? disease. Recently. Another 
thing I wanted to ask you mom, did Hughes tell you, you had 
abnormal heart rhythm when you were going to him

Marie: No

Otto: Had arrhythmia, atypical arrhythmia. no. What’s your heart 
condition today.

Marie: Its angina

Otto: But you have atypical Ischemia? That’s what the paperwork 
says. Did you also know in the hospital you had an abnormal heart 
rhythm, did anyone tell you that.

Marie: No

Otto: On the paper at st Josephs hospital 1983, its written normal on 
it, you have a normal heart. I had a cardiologist look at it and said it 
was abnormal. Let me see what I wanted to ask you is as far as 
Hughes he was basically working against all of us. Instigating things, 
one of these in particular was his comments about Attorney Ken 
Churbuck can you describe what he had said to you

Marie: inaudible, a very nice fellow, I can’t remember exactly what he 
said, inaudible

Otto: What type of problems, I know its hard for you, its kind of 
disgusting.

Harry: Its been going on too long

Otto: well kens my friend, he was helping me out and when you said 
that I was associating, hanging out with and attorney and we were 
friends, that’s when he said this comment. 

Marie: Well yeah I guess (inaudible) 

Otto: Well from what you had told me since your not saying it, and I 
will say it and you can agree with me, is that ken was a pervert and 
that he took little boys and dressed them up in little girls clothes and 
chased them around and did some sort of sexual activity on them.

Marie: He didn’t say that, 

Otto: Well what did he say?




Marie: He said that he dress them like little girls and was riding 
around

Otto: Ride around like in his car

Marie: Yes in his car.

Otto: In his car. Cause after you told me that and I went and saw 
Hughes and I asked him if he knew Attorney Churbuck He said to me 
he didn’t know him.

Marie: He (inaduble)

Otto: In his papers he doesn’t have anything written as far as free 
samples, ever giving you guys free samples.

Marie: we were just over that Otto:

Otto: So he lied again.

Marie: Yes he always gave us free samples.

Otto: These tranquilizers

Marie: Yes

Otto: I want to ask you dad do you believe in demons and what did 
he put in his report, devils and witches?

Harry: No 

Otto: He had put that in your report that you believe in these things

Harry: Well he thought wrong.

Otto: He’s a flake

Harry: He’s (inaudible) himself

Otto: during the time that you went and saw him he would give 
approximately five days of antibiotics to you, to all of us, he hardly 
ever would give any longer than that. Did you think it was particularly 
odd that he would give such short amounts of antibiotics.

Marie: No because we had very little time in that office and whatever 
he gave we took and went out the door.

Otto: Short visits

Marie: Yes

Otto: Could you just tell anything, add to this.

Marie: I can’t.

Harry: No and I think we better not

Otto: Okay I just want to close with this, your afraid, you had stated 
to me earlier your afraid to relive any of this because it was so 
horrible

Marie: Yes 

Otto: Is that correct? 




Marie: Yes. 

Otto: Do you fear Hughes?

Marie: No I don’t

Otto: Do you feel that he is an evil man?

Marie: Yes I do

Otto: Do you think what he did to us in your opinion from what you 
seen (inaudible) if this was done with maliciousness and evil intent

Marie: (inaudible) I wouldn’t want to go in a (inaudible) I don’t have 
the strength.

Harry: I don’t think either one of us would. Which is why I forget it

Marie: Just want to forget about it

Harry:  Go on with our lives

Marie: Yes with the little we have left.

Otto: Could you describe as far as me when you had, after you had 
the first surgery can you describe as far as ? Hospital and going up 
there for radiation

Marie: They were wonderful over to the hospital and you (inaubdile) 
everyday for as long as (inaudible) then he was operated on they took 
9inaudible) you took care of him afterwards (inaudible) when he had 
the operation in his face you were very good, he had (inaudible) 
stitches in his face, and you took very care of him. The only thing is 
we did as much as you as you did for him in many ways, (inaudible)

Otto: Did you notice the stress associated with anything medical in 
myself disturbing me.

Marie: Yes. you won’t even go to the doctor, I think its terrible.

Otto: How do you feel about going into doctors offices dad after all 
that?

Harry: Doesn’t bother me any 

Otto: So tomorrow (inaudible) we’re going to the doctor id be rare to 
go.

Harry: I think anybody it’s rare to go to the doctor doctors office I 
think it’s necessary i think it’s  its wise to go.

Otto: It bothers you in the sense of always having to go to these at 
this point.

Marie: (inaubdible)

Otto: ? Disease having problems with his legs 

Marie: Well have a drink then

Harry: I want to get it over with.




Otto: Ok well I’m just trying to get as much information as I can get 
so that-

Marie: Now I don’t want this to appear in any court

Otto: Its private, I don’t think they would allow it in court. Also after 
you got out of the hospital you were going to see doctor von olden 
burg, and he had you on quite a few drugs at the time, Id like you to 
describe that one comment that freaked us all out 

Marie: No, I will not describe that comment.

Otto: Why is that?

Marie: Because I will not describe that comment.

Otto: Its too rude, 

Marie: Yes 

Otto: But that’s ok if he drugged you when I took you there all the 
time

Marie: Listen they (inaudible)

Otto: Well I’m trying to get information 

Marie: inaudible) 

Otto: Well I’m going to mention it at this point

Marie: You can mention it don’t mention (inaudible)

Otto: You can- someone has to agree with me if it’s true.

We were in doctor Von Oldenburg’s office and he said that he had a 
story to he wanted to tell us and it was about who was it doctor 
Dunbar, its was Dr Dunbar, and he said that doctor Dunbar had a 
nasty divorce with his wife and that she would spread her legs and 
take out her watch and spread her legs for a minute so that he, her 
husband could have sex with her and then she would close her legs 
and it was, I thought it was real disgusting and unprofessional of him. 
Is that basically what he had said?

Marie: He said five minutes.

Otto: Five minutes. And he would not give paperwork or whatever, he 
kept drugging you. At what point did you come out of this drug 
induced psychosis

Marie: Well I want to the doctor and he helped me a lot and he told 
me to call the, he took all the medicine away and change it to very 
few, and that’s at that moment that I start feeling better.

Otto: Yep okay

Marie: Since then I can go on my own, except I can’t drive cause of 
my eyesight.




Otto: When did that start 

Marie: That started inaudible

Otto: After you got out of the hospital in 1983?

Marie: (inaudible)

Otto: Yeah ok. As far as can you understand that it caused severe 
stress in me and may have long term effects.

Marie:Yes, inaudible

Otto: Yeah well it was very disturbing (inaudible) you don’t want to go 
over these things that really stresses you out. You’re afraid that it 
would bring back this and make me sick.

Marie: Yes 

Harry: Yes that’s exactly it.

Otto: And it terrifies you to go over it.

Marie: Yes.

Otto: And I have been unable to get treatment or any sorta help 
because no one believes me. 

Marie: (inaudbile)

Otto: Well I guess I want to finalize this tape. There’s another tape 
that you can look at which my mother describes about what had 
happened in the hospital. Over the period of years in which were all 
going to see Dr Hughes my mother and my fathers condition 
deteriorated over the years as he continued to prescribe these 
psychiatric drugs, Dalmane for ten years, my mother was having 
sleeping problems. My father was being prescribed these drugs, 
massive free samples drugs all over the house. It was so stressful 
that before June or during June of 1983 I had to leave, it affected me 
so. My mother had came home with a  prescription for alluvial for me 
from Dr Hughes. And I had seen what alluvial had done both to my 
mother an to my father and I was not going to take this drug. And I 
wanted to stay away from this any of this. It affected me so that I 
couldn’t stay there any longer. I had moved out. I had moved up 
north. Trying to get away from all this. And then my mother called and 
said they were both sick. And when I didn’t want to come back, but 
their my parents and I’m their only son. They need my help, I was 
drawn back into it. At that point Hughes was drugging my mother 
with a combination of drugs which she was having toxic effects from. 
And it had broke my father down to the point that he couldn’t handle 
much more. I brought her into the hospital and Hughes came in and 



instead of discontinuing the medications, she was given an injection, 
and she began hallucinating and went catatonic. Is that correct?

Marie: seven days I was out, and I can’t remember the seven days

otto: after this injection

Marie: Yes

Otto: And the nurse that gave the injection her name is ? M gall and 
they were calling her iris. I had not been able to find, she supposedly 
(inaudible) I’m not sure anyway it was so stressful. That point I 
thought Hughes and St Joesph hospital were going to kill my mother. 
I was terrified. (inaudible) most terrifying experience in my life. My 
father he was totally lost. I brought him to the doctor I said it was too 
much. He put him in the hospital. Drugged my father also. I couldn’t 
stop Hughes from drugging them. My father was released from the 
hospital, and my mother was continued to be drugged at which point 
my aunt, my aunt had came down, my mothers sister and we 
mentioned the house had not been sold (inadidble) and I told Hughes 
it was the drugs and to give my mother b complex and to stay away 
from stop the drugs, and which he did and she did come out of it. 
After that he released her and increased the dosage of the alluvial 
and cut the b complex. Each day after that she got progressively 
worse. Couldn’t sleep with this Elavil extreme stress on me, my father 
my aunt felt the doctors know best and I knew it was the alluvial that 
was doing it. There was nothing else that she was taking. The same 
thing was happening again. I was cornered, I was trapped.i couldn’t 
do anything to help them. No one would believe me that they should 
stop these drugs and get away from this madman. And my mother 
became started hallucinating again and the dysphoria it was creating 
from it she slashed her wrists back in the hospital, another injection, 
more hallucinations, continued drugging. It didn’t end. To me its still 
going on today. I haven’t left that place. I can’t go into a hospital. I 
can’t watch hospital doctors smocks white smocks needles medicine 
any of that stuff, I can’t hear about it, I have to stay away from it. It 
was too much on me. I feel that when I left nashua to get away from it 
that I had taken the limit of what I could handle. And being drawn 
back into it and just having it reoccur over and over to the point 
where I don’t know what’s going to happen next. What sort of drugs 
that she’s going to be given. the injections.

Marie: I have a good doctor now.




Otto: Yeah you have a good doctor but I just know that it could 
happen at any time. If you get sick and go to the hospital they can do 
the same thing again. There’s no laws to protect anyone. I called out 
for help. There was no help. There’s no agency that could handle any 
of this. They’ll look into it, none of these, you just get trashed by 
these people. Whatever it does to our lives it doesn’t make any 
difference to St Joseph’s these doctors that’s how they make money. 
I was told by a close friend of these doctors that the only way is by 
drugging patients on the 5th floor and that’s what’s going on. In the 
hospital there was bodies that they were wheeling out every morning. 
My aunt was so terrified of this that I thought I was going to lose my 
aunt. I don’t have any other relatives other than my parents and my 
aunt and her two sons. I thought it was going to kill my aunt. I told her 
to leave. I knew that he would get her. He got everybody else. She 
saw the bodies and became terrified. I asked the nurse why are there 
so many bodies dying here. Nurse says they gotta die somewhere. I 
tired to get help of what went on and the doctors don’t want to her 
about it, they’re afraid to be sued. I haven’t been able to get any help. 
This has been years, it’s never gone away. I suffered with continuous 
nightmares. If one of them has to going to the doctor I have 
(inaudible) nightmares for approximately 3 nights. If they’re going to a 
new doctor hospitals this last for a week at a time. Very very severe. I 
had sleeping problems since 83 that I did not have before. This is 
continuous I have to take tranquilizers to be able to sleep, to be able 
to function cause of the severe anxiety. If I don’t take them its plays 
like a movie in my mind. I’m hyper anxiety. There’s no protection. 
We’re just throwaways, that’s what was done to us were just 
throwaways. I can’t say some things that has going on. I had bowel 
problems since then I have to take prune juice every night since 83. If 
I don’t, I don’t have a bowel movement. I don’t know how to handle a 
situation with these physicians where they can scribble on paper 
(inaudible) my father every night he makes noises from his throat and 
Ive gotta to have a fan going to drown him out because it keeps me 
awake and brings back memories. (inaudible) when he had the 
operation on his throat, (inaudible) I didn’t know if I was going to 
make it through it. The operation on his face and the doctor was kind 
but it brought it back. I can’t go into hospitals anymore. I can’t 
(inaudible) those places. I need help. And everyones just throwing me 



away. I can’t talk about it with these folks (inaudible) I’m in pretty 
severe pain now. (inaudible) they can torture me. There’s no agencies 
that help.


